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Having been asked recently for information about the now discontinued Fiskars Fuse machine, I 
am including in this document all of the information I have posted previously about my use of 
the Fiskars Fuse. I still use my Fuse, and it is still my favorite non-electric die cutting machine. 
You may still be able to find this machine for sale as a clearance item, at very reasonable prices 
for what it does. You may also find accessories for it. But even if no accessories are available, 
you can still use alternative platforms, cutting plates, adapter plates, dies, embossing folders, etc. 
for other machines in the Fuse.  
 
I have been playing with the new Fiskars Fuse machine. Before I got it, I had lots of questions, as 
I am sure you do. Foremost in my mind was the question of what will it do that my other 
embossing, die cutting machines will not do? In addition, I wondered how this new machine 
compares to the other machines? Are parts from one machine interchangeable with with parts 
from another? In this review I hope to answer these and other questions you might have. 
 
As with all machines, your needs will dictate which machine will work best for you. What you 
already have in terms of dies, adapter plates, cutting plates, embossing folders may also dictate if 
there is value for you in upgrading to the Fiskars Fuse.  
 
What does the Fuse do? 
This new machine has five different functions including Die-cut+Letterpress, Die Cut+Press 
(embossed design), Die Cut Only, Letterpress only (inked impression), Press Only. Its ability to 
do perform these different functions is more a function of the new Fiskars die system rather than 
the machine itself. If you already have a Big Shot, Big Shot Pro, Big Foot, Zip e' Mate, Sizzix 
Machine, Ellison, Acuquilt, Accucut, Spellbinders Grand Calibur, Vagabond, or Cuttlebug, etc., 
you should be able to use the new medium size Fiskars dies in your current machine. You may 
have to work with the adapter plates and cutting pads a bit to get the correct thicknesses for the 
various functions. So, you may not need a new machine to be able to Die-Cut+Letterpress, Die 
Cut+Press, Die Cut Only, Letterpress only, or Press Only. 
 
The Fuse does have the option to cut larger dies that are up to 12 1/4" wide, which puts it in a 
different class from many of the others that are smaller. Those familiar with the larger Ellison, 
Accucut, Westminster, and Big Shot Pro machines will appreciate the added value of this larger 
size format. Until Fiskars is in full production of the large size dies, users of this machine will 
need to rely on the makers of other large format dies and cutting plates to take advantage of the 
larger size format of the Fuse. The larger dies are very expensive, as are the cutting plates. The 
standard platforms and cutting plates for the Big Shot Pro and Westminster machines are perfect 
fits for the Fuse, so if you are eager to cut with some of your larger dies on the Fuse, you may be 
able to get what you need from other companies until Fiskars makes them available. I was able to 
cut hundreds of envelopes on the Fuse using my Bigz Pro envelope die with the same precision 
that I get with the Big Shot Pro (Westminster). On the Big Shot Pro, the base platform and top 



cutting plate is required to cut these dies. On the Fuse, you do not need the base platform, just the 
top cutting plate or black perforation mat. This eliminates the need for a cutting tray as well. I 
don't have any extra long 24" dies to try on the Fuse, but I suspect that they will work fine for 
cutting fabric or paper on the Fuse.  
 
The machine itself is very similar to the Accuquilt machine, in that it is compact, and folds for 
storage. It weighs 23 pounds, so it is a bit hefty to carry or move around much. But it is nice to 
be able to remove it from my table when I will not be working with it.  
 
What will the Fuse do that my Big Shot Pro cannot do?  
Well, it does fold up. It comes with some dies. The HSN deal included a number of additional 
dies and embossing plates. But purchasing just the new Fiskars dies, when they become 
available, will make more sense than purchasing a new machine. Big Shot Pro owners do not 
need the Fuse, in my opinion. However, the platform set for the Fuse might come in very handy 
for use on the Big Shot Pro for owners who do not have a nice set of adapter plates that are 
narrower than the full 12 1/4" ones that are available for the Big Shot Pro might appreciate the 7" 
width of this set of adapter plates when using dies, embossing folders, and embossing plates 
made by other companies.  
 
Those who have one of the smaller format machines already, but would like to upgrade to a 
machine that handles the larger dies and larger homemade embossing folders, the Fuse may be 
an excellent option. I don't know of any compelling reason for purchasing the Big Shot Pro over 
the Fuse unless it were price. Getting a great deal on the Big Shot Pro and finding it in stock are 
tough. I got a good deal on my Big Shot Pro, but the HSN deal on the Fiskars Fuse was a better 
deal because of the additional dies and accessories. Check the sales, coupons, and do some 
comparison pricing before making your investment in one machine or the other.  
 
Performance  
Although the Cuttlebug did handle the medium size dies for the Fuse, the cutting pressure did not 
seem to be as great as what is available with the Fuse or Big Shot Pro. I was able to get very nice 
crisp embossing and printing with the letterpress dies in the Fuse. With the same die in the 
Cuttlebug, the inking and embossing worked, but not nearly as nice and crisp. The Cuttlebug also 
required some creative use of paper as shims as none of the Cuttlebug plate combinations 
worked perfectly with the Fuse dies. I'm sure with a bit more practice, I will find the perfect shim 
and plate combinations. The Adapter plates for the Fuse come with a nice chart to help you 
figure out which plates and shims work for other companies dies and embossing plates and 
folders. That is very handy. For the most part I found their recommendations to work well. 
Unfortunately, these adapter plates do not work in the smaller machines, due to their 7" width. It 
might be possible for you to use your existing plates and shims, along with some paper, 
chipboard, and cardstock shims, making the purchase of the more expensive Fuse adapter set 
unnecessary. Quickutz wafer dies were the only ones in my stash that were not listed on the nice 
chart that came with the Fuse adapter set. I quickly figured out the combination of Base, Shim A 
and Cutting plate works very well with the Quickutz wafer dies on the Fuse.  
 
The optional Adapter set for the Fuse includes plates and shims that measure 12 7/8" long by 7" 
wide. I do strongly recommend that if you purchase the Fuse, and have dies, plates, and folders 



from other companies, that you do invest in the Fiskars Fuse Adapter Set. I prefer using these, 
even with the Fuse medium dies. The platform set that comes with the machine measures only 
4.75" x 5.5",  too small for my comfort, even with the medium dies that have this same 
measurement. The cutting plate for larger dies for the Fuse is not yet available, so I have been 
unable to check its size. However, the Big Shot Pro cutting plate works very well in the Fuse.  
 
For those who care to do the math, you may find some workable combinations using your 
current machines, platforms, and cutting plates with the Fuse dies. Here are some measurements 
of different cutting platforms, plates, and shims that I have in my stash for comparison purposes: 
 
 
Big Shot Pro platforms measure 12.25" x 14.25"  
Base .5265" 
Cutting Plate .091" 
Black Embossing Mat .1130" 
 
 
Fuse Platforms Regular measure 7" x 12 7/8" Large Platform ? 
Base .5265" 
Shim A .0995" 
Shim B .009" 
Shim C .041" 
Adapter Cutting Plate .1475" 
Rubber .02" 
 
Cuttlebug Platforms measure 5 7/8" x 7 5/8" 
Platform A .2940" 
Platform B .104" 
Platform C .0135" 
Rubber .16" 
Black Platform .0585" 
 
Spellbinders Tan Pad .16" 
 
I purchased all of the adapters that I could find, as I find that I need to use them all. You can 
make your own, or simply build your "sandwiches" using chipboard, paper, plastic, rubber, etc. 
The adapter set for the Fuse comes with a nice chart which lists the combinations of their 
adapters that work with their products and products from other companies. But I find that there 
are variations that are not listed. I add the combinations that work for me to their chart. I have 
posted elsewhere on this Forum some combinations of the Sizzix Adapters that have worked for 
me, along with specific measurements. The Fuse adapters work best for me in the Fuse most of 
the time. 
See the following discussions: 
http://forum.make-the-cut.com/discussion/25801/its-here 
http://forum.make-the-cut.com/discussion/26139/fiskars-fuse-i-finally-have-it-yeah-but-still-a-
few-questions 



 
The following includes information that I have posted before. Hope it helps. 
 
I purchased the 12" Big Shot Pro Solo Platform, Solo Thin Die Adapter, and Solo Shim and use 
in combination with the Big Shot Pro Adapter Pad, black crease pad, and cutting plates. These 
work well for me in either the Big Shot Pro or the Fuse. I also use some 12"x12" rubber sheets 
that I cut from rubber pond liner purchased from the garden shop by the inch at Home Depot. My 
orthotist gave me some "scraps" of thicker rubber sheeting that also work well, especially with 
texture plates and homemade embossing templates. 
Using the Big Shot Pro Adapter plate, Cutting plate and Black rubber Crease Pad, the fit is very 
tight, but it produces a very nice embossed impression and cut.  
 
Make Sandwich as follows: 
Big Shot Pro Adapter plate 
Big Shot Pro Cutting plate .114" 
Fuse Die and embossing plate 
Paper 
Big Shot Pro Black rubber Crease Pad 
 
If you feel like this is too tight, you may wish to substitute a number of pieces of chipboard in 
place of the Big Shot Pro Cutting plate to make it a bit less tight. I used 5 sheets of .022 
chipboard to get a good cut and embossed image, not quite as crisp as the above sandwich. Once 
you find the number of chipboard sheets that works for you, you can tape them together to make 
the exact size shim to use with the Fuse Dies and embossing plates on the Big Shot Pro or Big 
Shot. The shim size may be different on other machines.  
 
The thickness of the plates you need depends exactly which dies, embossing folders, etc. you are 
using. The Big Shot Pro platforms and shims all measure 14.25" long and 12.25" wide. You can 
use any length in the Fuse. Maximum width the Fuse can handle is 12.25". The crease pad is just 
a thicker rubber mat, stiffer/harder than the pond rubber. It is .10" thick. It is used to produce 
score lines with dies that include scoring lines, such foldable designs. Layers of your pond 
rubber may suffice.  
Fuse Adapter Plates and shims measure as follows: 
Base Plate: .54" 
Shim A = .0995" 
Shim B = .09" 
Shim C = .0810" 
Rubber Mat = .02 
Cutting Plate = .15" 
 
BSP Cutting plate = .105" 
BSP Solo Shim = .005 
BSPSole Thin Die Adapter = .056" 
BSP Adapter Pad =.197 
BSP Solo Platform = .509 
BSP Black Crease Pad = .10"  



 
BSP and Fuse take slightly different sandwich size for the same die. BSP needs a thicker 
sandwich.  
 
Fiskars Fuse 
embossing with the Sizzix texture plate 
Big Shot Pro Solo Platform 
Big Shot Pro Solo Thin Die Adapter  
Top plate with tan rubber from spellbinders, and cover all with black crease pad for Big Shot 
ProVery nice impression. 
 
Or Fuse platform 
Fiskars Texture plate 
Cardstock 
Rubber or Silicon Sheet 
Fuse Medium Cutting plate works. 
 
Or Fuse platform adapter 
Fiskars Texture Plate 
Cardstock 
Rubber or Silicon Sheet 
Fuse Adapter Cutting Plate 
 
Here are the sandwich combinations that work on my Fuse with Fiskars Texture Plates. You are 
correct in saying that the recommended sandwich will not only not feed through the machine, but 
if you do get it through, it still doesn't work. The rubber adapter that comes with the Adapter Kit 
is not soft enough to work with the texture plates, and the recommended Shim C makes the 
sandwich too thick. You need to use either the Spellbinder tan sheet or other rubber sheet. I use a 
sheet of rubber pond liner from the garden shop at home depot. 
 
All of the following combinations work with Fiskars Texture Plates on the Fiskars Fuse machine: 
 
Big Shot Pro Solo Platform 
Big Shot Pro Solo Thin Die Adapter  
Texture plate from Sizzix or Fiskars 
Tan silicon pad from spellbinders or black rubber sheet 
black crease pad for Big Shot Pro 
 
Or Fuse platform 
Fiskars Texture plate 
Cardstock 
Rubber or Silicon Sheet 
Fuse Medium Cutting plate 
 
Or Fuse platform adapter 
Fiskars Texture Plate 



Cardstock 
Rubber or Silicon Sheet 
Fuse Adapter Cutting Plate 
 
The thickness of the plates you need depends exactly which dies, embossing folders, etc. you are 
using. The Big Shot Pro platforms and shims all measure 14.25" long and 12.25" wide. You can 
use any length in the Fuse. Maximum width the Fuse can handle is 12.25". The crease pad is just 
a thicker rubber mat, stiffer/harder than the pond rubber. It is .10" thick. It is used to produce 
score lines with dies that include scoring lines, such foldable designs. Layers of your pond 
rubber may suffice.  
Fuse Adapter Plates and shims measure as follows: 
Base Plate: .54" 
Shim A = .0995" 
Shim B = .09" 
Shim C = .0810" 
Rubber Mat = .02 
Cutting Plate = .15" 
 
BSP Cutting plate = .105" 
BSP Solo Shim = .005 
BSPSole Thin Die Adapter = .056" 
BSP Adapter Pad =.197 
BSP Solo Platform = .509 
BSP Black Crease Pad = .10"  
 
BSP and Fuse take slightly different sandwich size for the same die. BSP needs a thicker 
sandwich.  
 
Accucut Go Dies in the Fuse: 
If Using the Fuse adapters and cutting plate, use B, C adapters and Cutting plate. Fiskars 
recommends that when cutting 12" wide dies to cut twice, once to the left side and then to the 
right side to make sure everything gets cut.   
 
Fuse adapters are only 7" wide. B+C adapters measure  .05" thick. None of the Big Shot Pro 
adapters come close to this size, so I use two or three pieces of 12"x12" chipboard to fill in the 
gap. Or you could have a piece of .05" thick acrylic sheeting cut for you in that size. If you don't 
have the large Fuse cutting plate, then you can use a combination of plates that measure .1975" 
thick. Two BSP cutting plates should work, though you may need to add a chipboard shim, 
depending on how thick your fabric layers are.  
 


